[Bipolar affective and schizoaffective disorders of older age -- classification, symptoms and course].
Bipolar affective and schizoaffective disorders of older age are underdiagnosed, although they are of growing importance for psychiatric services. In this review article, we present and discuss results concerning classification, psychopathology, epidemiology, course, prognosis, neuroimaging, family studies and therapy. Bipolar (schizo)affective disorders of older age are a diagnostic heterogeneous group, especially as secondary manias must be separated from "endogenous" bipolar disorders nosologically. Bipolar (schizo)affective disorders of older age show some peculiarities: Gender ratio, age at onset, mortality and comorbidity with neurological disease are amongst them. Nevertheless, in many other aspects bipolar (schizo)affective disorders of older age do not differ from bipolar disorders of younger patients. For the acute and maintenance treatment there is a dearth of controlled studies. Lithium is of great importance. Other substances, as well as psychoeducation and ECT may be used analogously as in younger patients, if age specific factors are taken into account (as for example the danger of falls).